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Celebs Out of Ads, But Their Music Is In
While brands continue to increase the impact of their TV ads by collaborating with the entertainment industry, the first  ever 2009 
GreenLight Ad Gauge of the 51st annual Grammy Awards reveals brands are singing a new tune. While celebrity endorsement 
deals declined with the economy in the throes of recession, America’s top advertisers are instead turning up the volume on 
contemporary and iconic music in their commercials to build instant recognition and forge a deeper connection with consumers.

25% - one in four - ads during this year’s 
Grammys featured contemporary or iconic 
music, the same as in 2008. Reworked 
covers of new and old hits alike were 
particularly popular.

7%  of spots featured celebrity 
endorsements, down dramatically from 

13% in 2008 and 21% in 2007.

Only 2% of ads had their own jingle 
unrelated to any contemporary or iconic 
song, underscoring the decline of this 
one-time advertising mainstay.

Despite the woes of the automotive 
industry, Ford’s Lincoln brand and Grammy  

sponsor splashed out on 5 spots 
during the 2009 Grammys, all featuring 
contemporary music.

Retail, automotive and consumer 
technology companies featured stars and 
their songs the most, while Fashion & 
Beauty saw a steep decline.

Pharmaceuticals – the biggest advertisers  
in this year’s Grammys with nine 
spots – continued to avoid collaborating 
with the entertainment industry 
altogether.

     
Ford’s Lincoln division took an unconventional approach with their new campaign featuring winners of Lincoln‘s “Project Rising“ 
Stars: Lincoln Video Music Challenge.“ While it was an ambitious project with five different spots during the Grammy telecast,  
it more than likely missed the mark with audiences. Despite trying to be on the cutting edge, Lincoln ended up in no man‘s land 
between their traditional core demographic and the younger demo the company is craving.
 

 
Target walked away a winner at the Grammys with three different spots featuring hit music – and one more with a branded cover.  
Target, like Apple has done for years, consistently does an amazing job of using new artists to give its spots a youthful exuberance.  
For their best spot of the night, “Brand New Day,” they tapped L.A.-based singer Tim Meyers, who is becoming something of the 
go-to musician for many brands.

 
 
Absolut had a runaway success with a beautifully understated piece of aspirational advertising using the well worn but beloved “A 
Kiss To Build A Dream On” by Louis Armstrong. It was an ideal selection of iconic music to appeal to Absolut’s target of sophisticated, 
well-heeled consumers who pride themselves on being socially connected and conscious.

Showing us that celebrities really are just people, too, CoverGirl and Wrigley’s star studded spots featured the two no shows of 
the night. Long-time lovers Rihanna and Chris Brown both appeared in high profile spots for CoverGirl and Wrigley’s, respectively, 
but neither star attended after Brown turned himself in to L.A. police and has been charged with a felony in connection with a 
domestic violence incident.

 
Guitar Hero shared an oldie but a goodie with its multi-generational hit featuring Heidi Klum and the iconic “Old Time Rock ‘n Roll.”  
This spot is a chart topper with its use of iconography that appeals to both kids interested in having a Guitar Hero and their parents 
who actually have the money to buy it.
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Lincoln Limps into No Man’s Land

Brand New Day for Target

Absolut-ely Aspirational

CoverGirl and Wrigley’s Have Each Other’s Shoulder to Cry On

Guitar Hero
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GreenLight Ad Gauge 
Methodology

The 2009 GreenLight Ad Gauge monitored 
the use of celebrity endorsement and 
licensed music aired during the live 
telecast of the 51st annual Grammy 
Awards on February 8th.  The Ad Gauge 
reviewed major market broadcast 
television advertisements, excluding 
advertisements that inherently featured 
celebrities such as commercials for 
upcoming movies or new album/single 
releases.
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